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Grab@Pizza Simulation game

Duration: 1 Day      Course Code: PIZZA      Delivery Method: Company Event

Overview:

70% of the IT departments are unable to demonstrate value to their business. The business and IT relationship is under strain, both parties
blaming the other. IT is under increasing pressure to improve. New, disruptive technologies such as Cloud and social media, are emerging
rapidly and businesses are demanding more and more IT. How can IT align with the business to ensure investments in emerging technologies
deliver value, without negatively impacting existing services and capabilities? How can IT and business improve their relationship and gain a
better understanding of each other? This simulation can be played by both business & IT people and can help create a better understanding
and a shared commitment for improving business & IT alignment capabilities.

Why Grab@PizzaCreating Business Value through ITDeveloping an outside-in Customer focusUnderstanding
how to practically apply best practice such as COBIT, BRM (Business Reslationship management) to
realize a sustainable change in attitude, behavior and culture in both the business & ITTransforming
ITSM and ITIL into a strategic capability Aligning IT and business decision makingImproving end-to-end
collaboration and communication
Duration of the simulation       : 1 dayNumber of participants            : 8 – 12

Target Audience:

Business Management Business personnel IT management ITSM Process Managers ITSM Level Managers ITSM Service Managers 

Objectives:

Each of the simulations will be customized towards your Learn how to use the Jerry Luftman theory about Business and IT
own organizational learning objectives and problems to be Alignment to assess weaknesses and identify improvement areas.
solved. However in general these are the primary objectives:

Learn how to implement effective communication and governance
Learn how to internally align the ITSM processes to create value processes to make the right decisions.
to the business whilst managing costs and risks.

Learn how to translate Business Strategy planning to IT Strategy
Learn how to engage with the business in a dialogue of mutual planning
understanding to agree and align priorities and decision making.

Develop an effective customer focus.
Learn how to balance IT investments and decisions around
creating value and outcomes at the same time managing costs
and risks.

Prerequisites:
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Content:

About this Grab@Pizza™ simulation The game can be used in combination with ITIL
line COBIT foundation or implementation training, line

and can also be used during COBIT

Scenario Grab@Pizza is a very successful implementation initiatives to create ®
company selling millions of Pizza’s every year. awareness, buy-in and help capture line
But after 6 months in the current year, the sales improvements. When played in this context
figures are far below expectations. The CEO we can focus on aspects such as: practitioner
urged the Business Manager to make a line line
challenging recovery plan. This plan is based Exploring business drivers and
on a 6 month strategy to bring the sales and stakeholder needs; The game can be used in combination with
profit back on target. IT is a crucial enabler for Using the goals cascade to align ITIL® training, particularly ITIL® practitioner,
reaching new markets, streamlining processes business and IT goals; as it provides ample opportunity to apply
and reducing administrative overheads. The IT Understanding RACI requirements for ITIL® theory and experiment with ITIL®
department must organize themselves to both Business AND IT; practitioner TOOLKIT items in a case
explore the business demands, translate them Balancing decision making and priority organization. It can also be played within
to IT strategy and organize IT Support, IT mechanisms around ‘Benefits organizations as a CSI instrument, and to
Operations and Change Management to ensure Realization’, ‘Resource optimization’ ; support OCM (Organizational Change
that the Business is successful at the end of ‘Risk optimization’; Management) initiatives to create-buy in and
the simulation. Using Cobit to assess capabilities, agree surface resistance. When played in this
line and prioritize improvements between context we can focus on aspects such as:

game rounds. line

Objectives: This simulation can be used for Using the Guiding principles ‘focus on
many different situations. For each of the Business Relationship Management (BRM) value’ ; ‘design for experience’ to align with
scenario’s we can offer separate reflection and line business needs;
discussions during the improvement cycles. How to effectively communicate and
line The game can be used in combination with collaborate E2E;

the BRMP or CBRM training. It can also be Using CSI between game rounds to

COBIT used by BRM teams to promote BRM within populate a CSI register and prioritize
line their own organizations. Bringing Business improvements to ‘progress iteratively’;

and IT people together to explore and agree Using measurements and metrics that
the role and importance of BRM and to relate to business value and outcomes
capture improvements.
line

When played in this context we can focus on
aspects such as:
line

Moving BRM from an ‘order taker’ to a
‘strategic partner’;
Understand the role of BRM as
‘Connector’,‘Orchestrator’, ‘Navigator’;
Understanding sources of ‘Value
Leakage’ and how to optimize ‘Value
realization’;
Explore the BRM role in Service
Management and how frameworks such
as COBIT and ITIL®

Further Information:
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